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FELLOW SOUTH CAROLINIANS: 

Forests have always played a significant role in the life of South Carolini
ans. The many benefits that flow from the wooded acres that make up the 
predominant land cover of our beautiful state accrue to all our citizens, both 
rural and urban. Many who benefit take the enhanced quality and enjoy
ment of life for granted. However, those of us entrusted with the protection 
and development of the forest resources must not only redeem these respon
sibilities, but must also bring to the forefront and attention of each person 
the values of these benefits. 

The publication of South Carolina's FOURTH FOREST report is part of 
that effort. The report is the culmination of many people's work and careful 
thought. Much of the report concerns itself with projections based on the 
best estimates of what will occur. The reality of the future can be very 
different from the "word pictures" printed in these pages. The result could 
be more disappointing, but hopefully the Fourth Forest will be more benefi
cial for our succeeding generations. 

It has been said that "today is the first day of the rest of our lives." The 
challenge that this statement makes for renewed dedication and continued 
incorporation of new technology into our forest practices is great. Working 
together all of us can meet the challenge and make the future of forestry 
even better than today. 

Sincerely, 

k~q~fo· 
Leonard A. Kilian, Jr. 
State Forester 

The projcctioos p=cnted in thiJ n:porton: intended to indicate loog term tmlds ooly. They wen: developed using thrcc: cloiiCly related 
computer modcll. The Timber Asocumcnt Mark.et Model (f AMM) produced cstimalel of roundwood twv .. t. Changes in timbcrlsnd 
area snd ownership wi:re simulated with the Southern Aaeaf!F Model (SAM). The Timber~ lnYCntory Model (l'RIM) uocd 
this input to estimate regional c:hanac• in timber inventory, growth and removals. TIK:.1e ft:g.iona.l p-ojcctiona were then allocated to 
each state using the State Allocation of Regional Inventory Model (SARCM). For odditional informatioo on these models snd 
projections, refer to the USDA FORat Service PCRst Rcaource Report No. 24, 1bc South's fourth foreg· Alternatives for the Future. 
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Decisions and actions taken a generation or more 
ago have shaped the forest of today -
What kind of forest will develop as we enter the 
twenty-first century? What impact will it have on 

• H.· 
1 

South Carolina's economy and society? This is the 
central focus of this report. 



hat kind of forest 

Cropland 
3.57 million acres 

Timberland 
12.26 million acres 

0.90 million acres 

2.34 million acres 

Total Land Area in South Carolina- 19.067 Million Acres 

Today, 64% of South Carolina is forested ! 
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will develop as we enter 
the twenty-first century? 

SOUTH CAROLINA'S FOURTH FOREST 

THE FORESTS OF 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

Settlers corning to South 
Carolina saw the vast, original for
est stretching from the foothills to 
the sea. This first forest they 
cleared for crops and pastures and 
to supply the lumber needs of a de
veloping state and nation. Because 
of land clearing and uncontrolled 
fires in the early 1900's, only a 

part of these cutover lands carne 
back to trees. This was the second 
forest and it would supply the 
rapidly growing pulp and paper in
dustry and other wood using indus
tries from the 1930's through the 
1960's. 

Changes in land use 
began to have major impacts on 
South Carolina's forest situation. 
In the early 1920's, the use of land 
for crops and pasture had peaked 
and started to decline. Forest in
dustry and government leaders 
became concerned because large 
areas of cutover forest land were 
not being regenerated. Their 
concern led to programs for fire 
protection, technical and financial 
assistance, research and education 
and the establishment of managed 
private, state and national forests. 

The area of land used for 
crops and pasture continued to 
drop through the 1950's, some
times at rapid rates. Some of this 
land was able to regenerate to trees 
naturally, due to increases in fire 
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South Carolina develops it's future forest. 

protection and educational pro
grams associated with fire preven
tion. Forestry research led to more 
effective protection, regeneration, 
and management of existing forests 
and the utilization of southern pine 
timber for products such as pulp 
and plywood. 

Decisions and actions 
taken a generation or more ago 
have shaped the forest of today -
South Carolina's third forest. 
This forest is the source of wood 
used by the forest industries that 
are now such an important part of 
the economy of South Carolina. 
The third forest will continue to be 
the source of timber harvests until 
around the end of this century. In 
the same way, current decisions 
and actions will have important 
consequences decades from now as 
South Carolina develops its 
Fourth Forest. 
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THE IMPORTANCE 
OF SOUTH 
CAROLINA·s 
FOREST RESOURCE 

Today, 64 percent of 
South Carolina is forested. These 
forests provide forage for domestic 
livestock, habitat for wildlife, and 
protect vital watersheds. Of all the 
benefits associated with forests, 
however, timber is usually consid
ered the most important in eco
nomic terms. 

Timber continues to be the 
leading cash crop in South Caro
lina with a value harvested in 
1987 of $502 million. 

1984 

VALUE AT LOCAL POI NT OF 
DELI VERY OF TIMBER AND HI GHEST 

VALUED AGRICULTURAL CROPS 
IN SOUTH CA ROLINA 

1984-1987 

1985 1!186 

• TIMBER 

• TOBACCO 

• SOYBEANS 

C CORN 

0 rRUITS & NUTS 

1987 

Timber is the leading cash crop in 
South Carolina. 



Commercial Forestland 
in South Carolina 

by Ownership 
1986 

Sixty-nine percent of this 
raw material for the state's forest 
industries is provided by 109,000 
private woodland owners -
owning sixty-eight percent or 
nearly 8.3 million acres of the 
forested land in South Carolina. 

Forestry is the third 
largest manufacturing industry in 
South Carolina with more than 
1,002 firms and 213 major manu
facturing facilities. It contributes 
4.3 billion dollars annually to the 
state's economy. In 1986, employ
ment by forest industries exceeded 
28,000 with wages and salaries 
totaling over $628 million. The 
pulp and paper industry has the 
highest hourly wage of any manu
facturing group in the state. 

*Includes Farmers, Other Individuals and Corporations 

PROJECTING THE 
FUTURE OF OUR 
FORESTS 

The projections for South 
Carolina presented in the body of 
this report are based on regional 
projections compiled by the 
U.S.D.A. Forest Service using 
computer models, and are intended 
to indicate long term trends only. 

Population and Economy 

Population growth and 
changes in makeup affect the 
major timber products markets. 
Forestlands become targets for 
conversion to alternate uses, such 
as food and fiber production, 
recreation, and urban development. 
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As population increases, so does 
demand on timber resources ! 
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South Carolina's popula-
tion is expected to increase by 
about 32 percent by the year 2030. 
However, the rate of population 
growth is expected to decline. As 
a result, we can expect a dramatic 
increase in the number and propor
tion of people in the middle age 
classes. These are the people who 
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have the highest income and 
therefore generate the largest 
demand for goods and services. 

The gross national product, 
a measure of the market value of 
all the goods and services produced 
in the economy, is projected to 
triple by 2030. Over the same 
period, per capita personal income 
is expected to double in the U.S., 
with South Carolina following suit. 
Thus, the burden on our future 
forest will include meeting the 
resource needs of a population one
third larger than it is today as well 
as the demands of a population 
with far greater purchasing power 
than ever before. 

The Demand for Forest 
Products 

Total demand for round
wood products is anticipated to 
increase substantially by 2030. 
Pulpwood is expected to show the 
largest rise, with demand increas
ing 56 percent. Total demand for 
lumber is projected to increase 
rapidly until early in the next 



century. Then declining housing 
starts and a general slowdown in 
the economy will weaken the 
demand. Veneer log consumption 
is expected to rise slightly. Fuel
wood consumption is expected to 
increase slowly, then drop rapidly 
to just above the current level, as 
competition increases for the 
available growing stock and as 
prices rise. 

Demand for softwoods is 
projected to rise 20 percent and 
hardwoods 72 percent. By 2030, 
about one-third of total demand is 
anticipated to be for hardwoods, 
compared to one-fourth of the 
total in 1984. 

Imports and Exports 

Currently the most impor
tant import commodity is softwood 
lumber, most of which comes from 
Canada. Perceptions are that the 
Canadian level of production 
cannot be sustained, and softwood 
lumber imports will decline. 
Conversely, hardwood lumber 
imports are expected to increase 

SOFTWOOD ROUNDWOOD CONSUMPTION 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY PRODUCT 

1952 TO 1984 
Projections to 2030 

72°/o 
,------.~~~==~~~--~ 

HARDWOOD ROUNDWOOD CONSUMPTION 
IN THE UNITED STATES BY PRODUCT 

Billion cubic jut 

1952 TO 1984 
Projections to 2030 

slowly. Imports of pulp products 
have nearly doubled over the past 
thirty years and are expected to 
continue to increase. 
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Forest products continue to be the leading 
export from South Carolina ports. 

Forest products were the 
leading export commodity from 
South Carolina ports in 1986-
estimated at 850,000 tons. Soft
wood lumber and plywood exports 
are predicted to continue to rise. 
Exports of hardboard, particle
board, and all pulp products are 
expected to increase slowly. 
Oriented strand board, waferboard, 
and hardwood plywood exports are 
expected to remain small. Exports 
of softwood logs are projected to 
decline slightly after the tum of the 
century. 

Total imports are expected 
to rise 12 percent by early in the 
next century, then fall to just above 
the current level. Projected total 
exports are expected to increase 
about 14 percent. Overall, projec
tions show a modest overall de
cline in net imports at the end of 
the projection period. 
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Because domestic and 
export demands are predicted to 
increase rapidly over the next four 
and a half decades, while net · 
imports decline slightly, demands 
on U.S. timberland are expected to 
increase by a substantial 39 per
cent. In the future the United 
States must look to its domestic 
timber supply to meet a larger 
share of its demand for timber 
products. 

Billiot!CIIboc/UI 

" 

UNITED STATES TI MBER DEMAND 
1952 TO 1984 

Proj ections to 2030 



AREA OF TIMBERLAND 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA BY OWNERSHIP 

1952 to 1985 
Projections to 2030 
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Timberland Area 

Since 1978, the area of 
timberland in South Carolina has 
declined by nearly three percent, 
and now totals 12.3 million acres. 
Nearly half of the gross timberland 
reduction was due to the clearing 
of timberland for urban and related 
uses_. This loss was only partially 
offset by non-forestland added to 
the timberland base through rever
sions. This trend is expected to 
continue, with the total timberland 
area declining to 12.1 million acres 
by 2030. 

Over the past 10 years, 
timberland under forest industry 
control increased 16 percent and is 
projected to rise about two percent 
each decade. 

Private forest owners 
control nine percent less acreage 
than they did a decade ago. Within 
this group, private individuals 
other than farmers control 17 
percent more timberland. Farm 
timberland ownership dropped 30 

percent. Following projected 
ownership trends for the South, 
South Carolina faces an additional 
decrease of 30 percent in farmer 
owned timberland. 

Reforestation 

The annual rate of refores
tation slightly exceeded the area 
harvested between 1978 and 1986. 
On both forest industry and public 
lands, total area reforested annually 
exceeded the area harvested by 
more than 10 percent. On other 
private lands, however, the area 
harvested yearly was three percent 
greater than the total area refor
ested. 

Half of the pine timberland 
harvested under other private own
ership is not being reforested to 
pine. The only consolation is that 
almost 58,000 acres of other 
forestland and non-forestland are 
being reforested annually to pine, 
keeping the acreage of pine har
vested and that reforested almost in 
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balance. Since 1978, the area of 
pine plantations increased by 
almost 650,000 acres. This trend is 
expected to continue with the area 
in pine plantations increasing 87 
percent with increases occurring 
across all ownerships. 

Since 1978, the annual rate 
of planting has increased by 68 
percent statewide, with planting on 
other private ownerships increasing 
one hundred forty-three percent. 

Regeneration in South Carolina 
1935 to 1987 

- Total 

...... Industry 

- Other Private 

1935 1940 1945 19.50 195.5 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 
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Softwood Inventories 
Declining 

The net annual growth of 
softwood growing stock dropped 
28 percent from 1978 to 1985. 
Although all ownerships showed 
reductions, 88 percent of the loss 
can be attributed to declines on 
other private ownership land. Four 
major causes of the decline in net 
growth have been identified: 

.. 
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These reductions in growth 
are expected to continue through 
1995. Then softwood growth is 
projected to turn back up. This is 
due to expected increases in tim
berland area and the anticipated 
growth from trees in young planta
tions that reach merchantable size. 

Harvests of softwood 
growing stock have increased 26 
percent since 1977. Predicted 
future demand for timber products 

will require that annual removals 
of softwood growing stock in
crease 10 percent. Almost all of 
this increase will come from forest 
industry lands. 

Softwood growing stock 
inventory peaked in the late 
1970's, declined, and is expected 
to continue dropping. By 2010, 
projected slowdowns in harvests 
and growth increases will cause 
softwood inventory to rise again. 
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Increased Demand 
For Hardwoods 

Hardwood growth declined 
twenty-eight percent between 
1977 and 1985 and is projected to 
decline another 21 percent by early 
in the next century. Hardwood 
mortality has increased nearly 50 
percent since 1978, reducing 
potential net growth. But as mature 
stands are harvested within the 

next thirty years, hardwood growth 
is projected to turn up. 

The harvest of hardwood 
growing stock increased by 27 
percent from 1978 to 1985, and is 
anticipated to increase more than 
thirty-nine percent over the next 
thirty years. Currently, 27 percent 
of all removals are hardwoods, but 
this is expected to increase to 39 
percent by 2030. The greatest 
increase will be on other private 
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ownership lands, where hardwood 
removals are projected to increase 
by 55 percent. Conversely, hard
wood removals on industry land 
are projected to drop about 16 
percent. 

Hardwood growth currently 
exceeds the volume harvested by a 
ratio of 1.5 to 1, much less than the 
almost 3 to 1 relationship of 1977. 
With the expected increases in 
hardwood demand and the de
cre(!ses projected in hardwood 
growth, this gap is expected to 
close rapidly. Within the decade, 
hardwood removals are projected 
to exceed growth. The volume of 
hardwood growing stock harvested 
is expected to exceed growth by 24 
percent before the gap begins to 
close in 2020. 

ECONOMIC 
IMPLICATIONS OF 
THE PROJECTIONS 

The projections presented 
above are the product of a level of 
timberland management that is 
much more intensive than that 

practiced today. By 2030, the 
projections call for the area in pine 
plantations to nearly double and 
large areas of mixed pine-hard
woods and upland hardwoods to be 
converted to pine. Planting or 
conversion of these areas to pine 
will require large investments 
within the next 15 years. Thus, the 
base projections reflect what would 
happen if progress in forestry in 
the South continues, including 
expansion in technical and finan
cial assistance, protection, re
search, education and management 
programs. 

Stumpage and Lumber 
Prices Increase 

Between 1984 and 2000, 
a time in which net annual soft
wood timber growth and invento
ries decline, there will be a sub
stantial increase in real softwood 
stumpage prices (prices net of in
flation or deflation). Softwood 
sawtimber stumpage prices are 
projected to increase 4.4 percent 
per year during this period and 
then rise more slowly from 2000 to 
2030. 
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Softwood pulpwood stump
age prices are projected to increase 
roughly at the same rate as sawtim
ber stumpage until 2000. Pulp
wood stumpage prices increase 
slowly during the next two dec
ades. By the decade from 2020 to 
2030 they are projected to increase 
approximately two percent per 
year. 

Hardwood sawtimber 
stumpage prices show much 
different trends from those for 
softwoods. They decline until 
2000 due to large and increasing 
inventories of hardwood timber. 
After 2000, as timber removals rise 

!
STUMPAGE PRICE INDEXES; I 

IN THE SOUTHEAST 
1935 to 1984 

Base Project ions to 2030 

Priulttda(1984 ·100) 
' "'r----'-----------

250+------------~ ..... ·• 
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ISOt------------.[if------
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above net annual growth and 
inventories begin to decrease, 
prices begin to rise. In the last two 
decades of the projection period, 
they are expected to go up at a rate 
of 1.2 percent per year. 

These projected increases 
in hardwood sawtimber stumpage 
prices are for the smaller, lower 
quality hardwood timber that 
compose the bulk of the hardwood 
timber inventories. The stumpage 
price outlook for larger hardwood 
timber of preferred species, such as 
select white and red oak, walnut, 
and black cherry, is different. 
Removals of higher quality 
sawtimber of most preferred 
species have been close to or above 
net annual growth and there have 
been large increases in stumpage 
prices in the past. This situation 
seems likely to continue. 

The projected increases in 
softwood and hardwood lumber 
prices are similar to those for 
stumpage. Softwood lumber prices 
go up at a 1. 7 percent annual rate 



.. 

in 1980's and 1990's but slow 
down over the rest of the projec
tion years. Hardwood lumber 
prices show an opposite pattern, 
rising slowly in the early years and 
at increasingly faster rates in the 
later years. 

Rising product prices 
constrain the demands for wood 
products and in tum the demand 
for timber. They also have broader 
impacts on the economy, society, 
and the environment. Everyone 
uses wood products in some form. 
The greatest losses from rising real 
prices of stumpage will be sus
tained by consumers. Home 
buyers will be the most affected. 
The projected increases in prices, 
for example, will cause a reduction 
in the number and average size of 
homes built, especially in the latter 
part of the projection period . 

As timber prices rise, there 
will be an acceleration in the use of 
nonrenewable resources, particu
larly fuel and metal minerals. 
There will also be rising environ
mental costs, chiefly from larger 
emissions of air and water pollut-

Prictl!lda(J985 .. JOO) 
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ants resulting from the added 
mining, industrial processing, and 
power generation associated with 
the greater use of substitute 
materials. 

Economics will cause a shift from woodbased 
products to non-renewable resources. 
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EMPLOYMENT, WAGES AND SALARIES IN THE 
FOREST INDUSTRY 
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Employment, Wages and 
Salaries in the Forest 
Industries 

Regional projections of 
employment in the forest industries 
show large declines from 1990 to 
2030. During this period, employ
ment in the lumber and wood 
products industry drops by 22 
percent and by 17 percent in pulp 
and paper products industry. By 
2030, employment in both indus
tries falls by 21 percent. 

I 
EMPLOYMENT BY FOREST INDUSTRIES! I 

IN SOUTH CAROLI NA 
1947 to 1985 with Pro·ections to 2030 

I
a PlllpandPapet'Producu I 
• Lumboro'lndWoodPToducb 
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These downward trends 
are a reversal of the increases that 
have taken place in recent decades. 
The projected rise in timber sup
plies (harvests) will not be large 
enough to sustain the historical 
trends. Rising productivity per 
employee overrides the projected 
increases in harvests. 

On the other side, rising 
productivity is passed on as higher 
wages and salaries per employee. 
As a result, total wages and salaries 
(in constant dollars) for both 
industries increase for a while, 
although at much slower rates than 
over the past 30 years. Beyond 
2000 even these modest increases 
cannot be sustained and total 
wages and salaries also begin to 
decline. 

The projected drop in 
employment, wages and salaries is 
of great economic significance. 
The effects will be multiplied as 
unemployment spreads through 
areas of the state's economy that 
provide goods and services to the 
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forestry sector. It is currently 
estimated, for example, that the 
loss of one job in the lumber and 
wood products industry would 
result in a decrease of 1.8 jobs 
throughout the state's economy. 
A loss of one job in the pulp and 
paper products industry would be 
multiplied 2.8 times as other parts 
of the economy are affected. 

Investments in Plants and 
Equipment 

From 1980 to 1988, 
capital investments by forest 
industries, totalling over 3.8 billion 
dollars, accounted for more than 
twenty percent of all industrial in-

YEAR\ COMPANY 
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vestments made in South Carolina. 
For five out of the last eight 
years, forest industries made the 
largest capital investments in 
South Carolina. 

Additional investments 
will be needed through the projec
tion period to maintain existing 
plants and equipment and add the 
capacity necessary for processing 
the increased volume of timber 
harvested. Roughly 95 percent of 
this investment will be in the pulp 
and paper industry due to the 
higher costs of plants and equip
ment used in the manufacture of 
pulp and paper. 

NewPaperflllill 
Modernization of Paper Mill 
Paper Mill Expansion 
·Cogeneration Plant 
New Paper Mill 
Paper Mill Expansion 
Paper Mill Expansion 
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What do these future projections 
mean to the environment? 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPLICATIONS OF 
THE PROJECTIONS 

South Carolina's forests 
provide sites for recreation for mil
lions of people. According to the 
1985 National Survey of Fishing, 
Hunting and Wildlife-Associated 
Recreation, over 70 percent of the 
population participates in wildlife
related activities such as observing, 
photographing, or feeding wildlife. 
Nearly one-third of the population 
engages in hunting or fishing. 
Projected changes in land use and 
in the timber resource start a 
complex system of changes in the 
natural environment and natural 
resources other than timber. 

The forest provides recreational opportunities 
for future outdoorsmen. 
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Wildlife 

By 2030, the population 
of white-tailed deer, an important 
southern game species, is predicted 
to decrease. This will be due to the 
decline in available habitat as for
ested acreage is converted to 
human uses, especially urban and 
road development. Associated 
increases in hunting and other hu
man-related disturbances will also 
raise deer mortality. 

Wild turkey populations 
also show a small decline over the 
projected period. This species has 
more specific habitat requirements 
than deer and is closely tied to the 
hardwood management types. The 
projected decline in the area of 
upland hardwoods, the conversion 
of natural pine and oak-pine to 
pine plantations, urban develop
ment, and other human related dis
turbances will be major factors in 
this decline. 



The red-cockaded wood
pecker has highly specialized 
habitat needs. It requires old
growth pine stands for nesting and 
survival. It does not appear likely 
that many old-growth pine stands 
of sufficient size to support colo
nies will be maintained on private 
lands. Thus, the number of red
cockaded woodpecker colonies is 
predicted to drop. Most of these 
remaining colonies will be on 
federal or state lands, especially 
the vational and state forests. 

Trout populations too will 
drop over the projected years. This 
drop, again, largely reflects a 
decrease in the older age classes of 
hardwoods (over 50 years) and an 
increase in areas of intensive 
human-related use. 

The population of these 
species could be maintained or 
increased through more intensive 
management, increased technical 
assistance to private timberland 
owners and better enforcement of 
game laws. Restocking of suitable 
habitat, leaving buffer strips along 
streams and longer rotations will 

The forest helps to provide a plentiful supply of 
clean water. 

also favor turkey, trout and red
cockaded woodpecker populations. 

Water Quantity 

Annual water yields or 
runoff is predicted to increase by a 
half inch or 3 percent. Most of the 
increase takes place by 2000. This 
increase in water reflects land use 
changes, especially the increase in 
the area of urban land and the 
decrease in timberland. Further 
shifts from timberland to urban 
use, and to crop and pasture use, 
would result in additional increases 
in water runoff. However, the 
South is experiencing rapid de
clines in groundwater levels due to 
withdrawals for irrigation and 
domestic water supply. Such shifts 
would probably result in less 
groundwater recharge. 
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"lt is common sense, and not fantasy to invest money in 
tree crops just as much as to grow annual agricultural crops. 
The return on the investment is just as certain in the case of 
growing trees as it is in the case of growing potatoes or cotton, 
or wheat or corn--and judging by present day fluctuations in 
the prices of agricultural crops, in the tree is often a safer 
investment." 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 

ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITIES 

If economic growth in the 
forestry sector, in employment and 
in wages and salaries is to be 
sustained in South Carolina, it will 
be necessary to greatly increase 
timber supplies. Opportunities to 
increase timber supplies exist on 
stands that are poorly stocked, 
have competing vegetation, have 
offsite species, are overmature, or 
are in some other less than produc
tive condition. 

Current and Potential Net Annual Growth 
for South Carolina's Timberlands 

by Timber Type 

Potential Increase with Potential Increase with 
• Cu rrent Net Annual Growtb 0 """ or Greater Returll • JO "" or Greater Return 

so ISO 
Net Annual Growth (thousand cubic feet) 
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Data collected as part of 
the inventories of the forest re
sources of South Carolina show 
that there are 4.15 million acres 
needing treatment, and of those, 
3.54 million acres could earn four 
percent or greater real rate of 
return. The average cost to treat 
these acres is $86, and the average 
increase in yield would be 55 cubic 
feet annually. The total investment 
required is $305.9 million to 
produce an annual growth incre
ment of 194.7 million cubic feet. 

About 3.15 million of the 
4.15 million acres in South Caro
lina needing treatment could earn a 
ten percent or greater real rate of 
return on the investments made to 
improve their productivity. Treat
ment of these high-return acres 
would require $274.3 million. This 
investment would increase timber 
growth by 175.1 million cubic feet 
each year or approximately 56 
cubic feet per acre per year. 



OPPORTUNITIES TO 
INCREASE NET 
ANNUAL GROWTH 
ON MARGINAL 
CROPLAND AND 
PASTURE 

In addition to the opportu
nities on timberland described, 
there are large potential timber 
production opportunities on mar
ginal cropland and pastures, in
cluding highly erodible cropland. 

In South Carolina, ap
proximately 745,000 acres of 
cropland and pastures could earn 
greater returns in pine plantations. 
If planted to pine, these acres 
would yield about 70.3 million 
cubic feet of additional timber 
growth per year or about 94 cubic 
feet per acre per year. This volume 
greatly exceeds the current net 
annual growth on pine plantations 
in South Carolina which is 65 
cubic feet per acre per year. 

If all of the marginal crop
land and pasture acres were al
lowed to revert naturally to forest 
cover, about 23.1 million cubic feet 
of timber would eventually be 
produced per year. This growth 
amounts to an average annual 
production of about 31 cubic feet 
of timber per acre, but the direct 
investment cost would be nil. 
These estimates include assump
tions that 70 percent of the sites 
would revert to pine and 30 percent 
to upland hardwoods. 
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Timber production oppor
tunities on highly erodible crop
land, included in marginal cropland 
and pasture, were also examined 
separately. Estimates of highly 
erodible cropland acres were based 
on initial target figures from the 
Soil Conservation Service on acres 
in South Carolina that would 
qualify for the Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) and would 
be suitable for planting to trees. 

There are approximately 
299,000 acres in South Carolina 
that may be classified as highly 
erodible cropland suitable for 
planting to trees. Most of these 
acres would be highly productive 
timber sites, and returns from pine 
plantations could match or exceed 
long-term earnings from crops. 
These acres have been targeted by 
the Conservation Reserve Program. 
Through six sign-ups, 164,390 
acres of highly erodible cropland 
have been enrolled in this program 
and have been, or will be, planted 
to pines. 

More than 32.3 million 
cubic feet of timber could be 
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produced annually on these acres. 
The capital investments needed to 
plant pine on these acres would 
total about $18.8 million dollars. 
The financial returns on these acres 
would range from 11 to 15 percent 
when not including CRP cost-share 
or rent payments. 

In summary, net annual 
timber growth in South Carolina 
could increase by 70.3 million 
cubic feet if pine plantations were 
established on all of the marginal 
cropland and pasture including the 
highly erodible land. This total is 
a third of the net annual growth 
potential from utilizing all of the 
economic opportunities on timber
lands. 

Taken together, opportu
nities on timberland, cropland, and 
pasture could increase net annual 
growth in South Carolina by 265 
million cubic feet. Most of this 
increase would be pine growth. 
This would represent a 38 percent 
increase in current net annual 
growth for all species in South 
Carolina and represent a 62 percent 
increase in current net annual 
growth for pine. 



THE CHALLENGE 

It is evident that many op
portunities do exist regarding in
vestments in timber management 
practices that will yield good rates 
of return and result in major in
creases in South Carolina's and the 
nation's timber supplies. With the 
implementation of these economic 
opportunities on timberland, 
marginal cropland and pastures, it 
would be possible to sustain 
indefinitely the forestry sector in 
South Carolina, including employ
ment and wages and salaries. But 
only part of these opportunities are 
likely to be realized. Studies 
prepared in the late 1960's and the 
late 1970's and the analysis above, 
show that opportunities continue to 
be under utilized. 

Nearly three-quarters of 
the investment opportunities are on 
lands of the other private owners 
(farmers, other individuals and 
corporations). These owners have 
widely diverse objectives and 
attitudes; limited technical knowl
edge of the ways timber stands 
should be harvested, regenerated, 

and managed; and a varying 
willingness and capacity to make 
investments in management prac
tices. 

Ownership tenures for this 
group are typically short, and most 
owners are in the older age groups. 
Thus, for most treatment opportu
nities, especially regeneration 
where the time between invest
ments and harvest is long, there is 
little likelihood that direct benefits, 
such as income from timber har
vest, will accrue to current owners. 

ACREAGE OF TIMBERLAND WITH 
OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE 

Tlrt1DER SUPPliES WHICH 
WILL YIELD 4% OR GREATER 

REAL RATE OF RETURN 
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for the forest of the twenty
first century. 
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